
Review: Parts of Speech 

1. The noun names things: boat, wind, wave, idea, Anna. 
2. The pronoun replaces the noun: it, he, she. 
3. The adjective modifies either a noun or pronoun: rusty, 

wavy, blue. 
4. The verb shows action or links: sailed, is. 
5. The adverb modifies the verb: quickly, suddenly, then. 
6. The conjunction joins: and, but, if, as. 
7. The preposition shows relationships: under, before, 

after, from. 
8. The interjection shows emotion: yes, no, wow, oops. 
 



Parts of a Sentence: Level 2 Analysis Notes 

We know that there are only eight kinds of words, but 
how do the eight kinds of words work together? 
Usually, the noun, with its pronoun and adjective say 
what we’re talking about, and the verb, adverb, and 
preposition, conjunction, and interjection, help say 
something about the noun. In grammar, this two-
sided idea is called a sentence.  

Every sentence has two parts: 

What it’s about, called the subject, and what we say 
about the subject, called the predicate. 



The Subject (Cont.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These two parts make a complete thought, or else it 
isn’t a sentence, but only a sentence fragment. 

The key is that we think with two-part ideas. Our ideas 
always have this double form. 
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Subject + Predicate 

Subject  Predicate 

Saldano  steered the tugboat carefully. 

The cruise ship moved into the harbor. 

The pelican              sat on the top of the mast. 

Notice that the verb is always in the predicate. We call 
the verb the simple predicate. The complete 
predicate is the verb and all the adverbs and other 
words that go with it to say something about the 
subject. When we say predicate, we will usually 
mean just the verb, the simple predicate. 



Sentence Oh,   the   red    hull    passed    silently    through   the   blue    water. 
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Parts of 
sentence 
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Two Levels of Grammar 

Sentence Yes,   the   tugboat  and   some  freighter arrived   here   in   the   night. 

Parts of speech 

Parts of 
sentence 

You try it: 



The verb decides the parts of sentence 

It is crucial to know whether or not you have an action verb or a 
linking verb because the verb decides what parts of 

sentence you will find. 

1. ACTION verbs show action: 

The tugboat pushed the barge. 

The captain gave the command to alter course. 

2. LINKING verbs show something IS something: 

The harbor is deep. 

The ship was an old Italian cruise liner. 

 

You must focus on the verb because depending on what the 
verb is, there are five different parts of the sentence. 



FIVE parts of speech 
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If the verb is an ACTION verb . . .  

then it might act on a direct object. The direct object is a noun 
or an object pronoun that receives the action of the action 
verb. 

If you have a direct object, you might have an indirect object. An 
indirect object is a noun or object pronoun that is located 
between the action verb and the direct object, and it is only 
indirectly affected by the action. 

Subject Predicate—

Action Verb 
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Object 

Roberto gave Martin coffee 

Subject Predicate—
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Roberto gave Martin 



If the verb is a linking verb . . . 

Then you have a subject complement which is a noun or a 
subject pronoun or adjective that is linked to the subject by a 
linking verb and that completes our knowledge of the subject. 

Subject Predicate—

Linking Verb 

Subject 

Complement 

Roberto is captain 



Direct Object 

If the verb is an ACTION verb, then there might be a noun or object pronoun that gets 
ACTED ON, and this noun or object pronoun is called a DIRECT OBJECT(D.O.)  

 

Sentence The      Bismark      crossed      the      harbor. 
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Sentence The        old        sailor         cleaned        the       marlin. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence                   

Sentence Yes,      the       crew       painted       the       forecastle. 
Parts of Speech 

Parts of Sentence 

Sentence The        barge        struck        the        coral        reef. 
Parts of Speech 

Parts of Sentence 



Sentence She         suddenly         saw          him. 
Parts of Speech 

Parts of Sentence 

Notice that there doesn’t have to be a direct object, there just might be: 

Sentence The    ship    moved     swiftly    in    the    growing    sea. 
Parts of Speech  adj         N           a-V             adv         prep   adj           adj            N 

Parts of Sentence             subj.        pred.  

The word sea does not receive the action of the action verb moved, so it is 

not a direct object. The direct object will answer the question what? The 

Bismark crossed what? The harbor. 



Indirect Object 
If there is a direct object, and only then, there might also be an indirect 

object. But if there is no direct object, there is no indirect object. 

Sentence The      tugboat     gave     the     freighter     a     nudge. 
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Sentence The    old   captain    gave    the   company    his    charts. 
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Sentence Yes,    the    fleet    gave    their    economy     a    boost. 
Parts of Speech   
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Sentence The       whale       gave       the      crew       a      scare. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence 



Indirect Object 

Sentence Manuel       offered       O’Reilly        the        binoculars. 
Parts of Speech   
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Sentence The     crew      sent      the       passenger     a      blanket. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence 

The indirect object does not receive the action directly, but 

it is indirectly affected. 



Linking Verbs and Subject Complements 

What if the verb isn’t an action verb? What if the verb is a linking 
verb? like is or was? When a linking verb makes an equation, 
and says that the subject IS something such as Roberto is a 
sailor, we call the other something, in this case sailor, a 
subject complement. 

 

 

 

 

 

The     ship      was      a      freighter 

  adj            N           l-verb      adj             N 

              subject       pred                    subj. comp. 



COMPLEMENT? 
A complement is not a compliment. A compliment is saying 

something nice about someone. The word complement 
means “to complete.” A subject complement can be a noun, 
subject pronoun, or even an adjective! A direct object can’t be 
an adjective. Linking verbs link subject complements to 
subjects. 

 

Unlike a direct object, which can only be a noun or an object 
pronoun, a subject complement can be a noun, a subject 
pronoun, or even an adjective!  



Pronoun Rule 

A subject is a subject and an object is an object. 

This rule combines parts of speech with parts of sentence. For 
the direct object, indirect object, and object of preposition, 
use object pronouns. For the subject and the subject 
complement, use subject pronouns. Parts called subjects use 
subject pronouns; parts called objects use object pronouns. 
Educated speakers apply this to their spoken English, and they 
notice it when they hear an error. 



Know your linking verbs 

If you memorize the linking verbs, you will always know it when 
you see one. 

be  shall be   can be  should be  

being will be   may be  would be 

am  have been  might be  could be 

are  has been  must be  

is  had been  should be  

was shall have been  would be 

were will have been  could be 

 

Some linking verbs sound like action verbs: 
appear         feel          look        seem         sound  taste 

become        grow         remain       smell         stay  turn 

Memorize them so you know they are linking verbs. 
 



Find the Subject Complements 

Sentence The     ship     is     a     Norwegian     freighter. 
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Sentence It       is       red       below. 
Parts of Speech   
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Sentence The        upper       hull        is        blue. 
Parts of Speech   
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Sentence I        am        he. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence 



More Subject Complement Practice 

Sentence It        was         she. 

Parts of Speech   
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Sentence Now        it         is        close. 
Parts of Speech   
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Practice Sentences 

Sentence Johnson    waved    at    him   and   me    on     the  deck. 
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Sentence The     wizened     seaman     inspected     the     hull. 
Parts of Speech   
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Sentence Well,   she    and    I     saw     her    and     him      at       the     marina. 

Parts of Speech   
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Sentence The     ship     was     a     refitted      freighter. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence 



More Practice Sentences 

Sentence Alejandra   closely  scanned   the   charts   of    the  reefs. 

Parts of Speech 

Parts of Sentence 

Sentence You      seek      the      captain. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence 

Sentence I        am        he. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence 

Sentence Why,    the     admiral    gave    Lopez    the    orders. 
Parts of Speech   

Parts of Sentence 


